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Overview



Stable matching intuition

We have two sets of n vertices in a complete bipartite graph (any
vertex on one side can be matched to any vertex on the other side)

We don’t have numeric weights on the edges; instead each vertex
has a preference ordering among the vertices on the other side

(like in the voting problem from week 4)

We want a matching that is stable: no pair of vertices would both
prefer to be matched to each other (throwing the rest of the

matching into disarray) over their assigned matches

Stable matching always exists, can be found in linear time



Real-world applications, I

National Resident Matching Program

I US medical school students / residency training programs

I Has used stable matching algorithms since 1952

I Its algorithms were only recognized to produce stable
matchings by Gale and Shapley in 1962, who won the 2012
Nobel Prize in Economics for their work

I Updated in 1997 to be fairer to students and take into account
more real-world complications [Roth and Peranson 1999]



Real-world applications, II

French graduating high school students and positions at
universities

I Coordinated on a national basis rather than
university-by-university

I Handled interactively over the summer before each student
starts university studies

I Students receive admission offers throughout the summer and
are allowed to choose between new offers and what they
previously accepted

I This process simulates the Gale–Shapley algorithm

I Does not require preferences to be listed

[Mathieu 2018]



Real-world applications, III

Content-delivery networks

I Pair web browsers with servers that can deliver requested web
content

I Browser preferences: a server that will provide content quickly

I Server preferences: browsers that will be cheap to serve

[Maggs and Sitaraman 2015]



Trigger warning for readings

Not actually a real-world application:
pairing men and women into married couples

I People’s preferences do not form a bipartite graph

I People are unwilling to accept centralized algorithmic
decisions over their love lives

I The problem requires all participants to be paired, but in the
real world some people prefer remaining unpaired

I Opportunities to pair many couples at once are unusual

Nevertheless, much of reading material on this problem talks about
men, women, and “stable marriage” instead of stable marriage

Instead, in these lecture notes, I will use “stable matching” and
talk about pairing applicants with positions



Problem statement

Input:

I n applicants and n positions

I Each applicant lists all positions in their preferred order

I Each position lists all applicants in their preferred order

Input size: # edges in complete graph m = n2 or total length of all
preference lists O(m)

Output:

I Perfect matching between applicants and positions

I Must be stable: there is no pair (x , y) where x is an applicant
that prefers y over their assigned match, and y is a position
that prefers x over their assigned match

Variations allow unequal numbers of applicants and positions, or
incomplete preference lists, but to keep things simple we won’t.



The Gale–Shapley algorithm



The Gale–Shapley algorithm

Start with an empty matching (all positions unfilled)

While there are still unfilled positions:

I Choose any set U of unfilled positions

(could be an arbitrary one, could be all of them)

I Each position in U sends an offer to the next applicant on its
list (the first one it has not already sent an offer to)

I Each applicant who receives an offer better than their current
position (or who does not already have a position) accepts the
best offer they receive



Gale–Shapley implementation and analysis

Simplest method: process a single offer at a time

I Decorate positions with iterator into preference list, so we can
choose who to send the next offer to in constant time

I Maintain a collection of unfilled positions, so we can find one
in constant time

I Decorate each applicant with a dictionary mapping positions
to numbers (rank in preference list), so we can compare
preferences for two positions in constant time

I Decorate each applicant with their position (if they have one)

I Repeat: Find an unfilled position, make an offer, determine
whether the applicant will accept the offer (leaving whatever
position they already have), and if so update the matching
and the unfilled positions

O(1) time/offer, and ≤ m offers, so total time O(m)



Why does it produce a matching?

(The other possibility: some position runs through their entire list
of preferences and the algorithm crashes because there is no next
candidate for them to send an offer to. Why can’t this happen?)

Once an applicant receives their first offer, they become matched,
and remain matched for the rest of the algorithm

Before the algorithm crashes, some position would have to make
an offer to every applicant, resulting in a situation in which every
applicant is matched

Because there are equal numbers of applicants and positions, if
every applicant is matched, every position is also matched, and the
algorithm terminates



Why is the matching stable?

It would be unstable if there exists an applicant x and position y
that prefer each other to their assigned match

Suppose for a contradiction that we have an unstable pair (x , y)

Once x receives an offer, they only accept better offers, so they
prefer their assigned match to all the positions they rejected
⇒ y could not have made an offer to x , because x would have
taken it and kept it over the match they were actually assigned

y makes offers to applicants in order by y ’s preferences ⇒ y must
have made offers to all candidates they prefer over their assigned
match ⇒ y must have made an offer to x

But these two cases are contradictory, so (x , y) cannot exist



Example

Applicant preferences:

I a: RSQP

I b: RQSP

I c: SPQR

I d: SQRP

Position preferences:

I P: abcd

I Q: abdc

I R: acbd

I S: bacd

P makes an offer to a, accepted: a—P
Q makes an offer to a, accepted: a—Q
P makes an offer to b, accepted: a—Q b—P
R makes an offer to a, accepted: a—R b—P
Q makes an offer to b, accepted: a—R b—Q
P makes an offer to c, accepted: a—R b—Q c—P
S makes an offer to b, rejected
S makes an offer to a, rejected
S makes an offer to c, accepted: a—R b—Q c—S
P makes an offer to d, accepted: a—R b—Q c—S d—P



The bigger picture



Which matching do you get?

There can be exponentially many different stable matchings
but not factorially many [Karlin et al. 2018]

The one chosen by Gale–Shapley gives each position the best
possible applicant (among the ones they can be stably matched to)

It gives each applicant the worst possible applicant
(among the ones they can be stably matched to)

It is possible (but more complicated) to find a maximum-weight
stable matching using techniques related to flow (next week)
[Irving et al. 1987]



Honesty

It is impossible for any position (or any coalition of positions) to
get a better match by providing inaccurate preferences (a
preference ordering that does not represent their true preferences)

That is, the positions cannot game the system

It is sometimes possible for the applicants to get a better match
with false preferences

So if you’re worried about one group gaming the system, give that
group the role of the positions

[Roth 1982]



Complexity

Many ways of modifying the stable matching problem to include
additional real-world constraints lead to NP-hard optimization
problems, and/or problems where no stable match exists

I Non-bipartite stable matchings might not exist but can be
found in polynomial time if they do exist

[Irving 1985]

I For medical students and residencies, you might want married
couples of students to be assigned to the same place; finding
a stable matching under these constraints is NP-complete
[Ronn 1990]



Morals of the story

It is possible to use preference orderings to define optimization
problems like stable matchings without using numerical weights

Stable matchings have important real-world applications

They can be found in polynomial time using the Gale—Shapley
algorithm

Considerations such as which side of the matching should get their
highest stable preference or which side should be incentivized to be
honest can be handled by swapping roles of applicants and
positions
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